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Photos were taken using a Canon EOS 2000D using a 75mm to 

300mm zoom lens 4.5-5.6 

 

Beaver Pond 2021 
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As of July 6, 2021 

Prologue 
 
Every two months, an updated photo log of BCCA wildlife will be published to the Wetlands Information 
Center.  The goal of these photo logs is to present a view into the diverse wildlife and habitat of the 
Pokeberry Creek basin and, in particular, the Beaver pond.  In early May, two young beavers were 
spotted visiting the beaver pond and lodge; however, after only a few short weeks they again departed 
back downstream.  Otters are now using the beaver lodge as their own and are raising their young.  As 
we do not know if the beavers will return to maintain the beaver dam, there is a concern that the dam 
will naturally decay and may soon suffer a breach that drains the remaining pond.  There are some in 
the community that wish they could merely take over the role of the beavers and maintain the dam by 
blocking the natural breaches and the constructed spillway.  The BCCA Board of Directors asked the US 
Army Corps of Engineers for guidance, and we were informed that the dam must remain a natural 
feature and not be repaired.  The spillway established by the BCCA Board is there only to keep water 
levels from rising on the abandoned dam to the point where there is a catastrophic dam collapse. 
 
The natural cycles continue and the next step in evolution once the dam eventually fails will be the 
creation of a beaver meadow.  Beaver meadows support a unique wildlife habitat and once plant growth 
regenerates and hardwoods emerge the meadow may once again attract the beavers.  We in BCCA 
should not be alarmed at this transformation as we witness this natural process as it does result in a 
diverse wildlife community living alongside our residents. 
 
We are privileged here in Briar Chapel as our Pokeberry Creek basin transforms every year and provides 
the community with a never-ending variety of wildlife and habitats to enjoy.  The following article is from 
“Friends of the Carp Hills.”  I strongly recommend that all BCCA wildlife enthusiasts read this article as we 
here in Briar Chapel have a remarkably similar natural cycle playing out…Tom Speer. 



Friends of the Carp Hills 

Preserving the Carp Hills for the benefit of nature and the community in perpetuity. 

 

Lifecycle of a Beaver Pond 
In the Carp Hills beavers are responsible for enhancing the landscape of wetlands and 
ponds that benefit many plants and animals. Their dams deepen ponds in natural 
depressions, create new ponds, and expand biodiverse marshes and swamps. 

When a beaver arrives at a new site, it needs the water level to be high enough to swim 
in, protect its lodge from land predators, and support the plants that it eats like willow 
and waterlily roots.  The beaver is attracted to the sound of running water.  Its instinct is 
to block the flow with a wall of mud, interlaced branches and even stones, thereby 
creating or enlarging a body of water behind the dam. 

The beaver will construct a lodge, raise a family, and live at the pond, sometimes for 
many years, until its food runs out (or it dies).  Then it will move on.  Eventually its dam 
will break and the pond will empty, returning to a stream or small pond or wetland.  

Taken between 2016 and 2020, the four photographs below show the lifecycle of a 4 
hectare (9 acre) beaver pond in the Carp Hills.  The beavers were active in this pond for 
many years, repairing the dam when it broke in November 2015, but they abandoned 
their lodge in 2019 for unknown reasons.  The dam – a very old one – quickly breached 
without  regular maintenance and the pond drained. 

https://carphills.com/
https://carphills.com/


 
 
In the drained pond, Monarch butterflies feed on Bidens (also known as Beggar Ticks), a 
common wetland flowering plant. 
 
The pond has become a beaver meadow, a wetland fed by streams from nearby active 
beaver ponds.  Dormant seeds lying in the pond’s sediment or new seeds blown in by the 
wind quickly germinated and now thrive in the rich, moist soil. Butterflies and other 
pollinators dance among the wild flowers, an abundant display in the otherwise harsh 
conditions of the acidic rock barrens. 

One day beavers will return, the dam will be rebuilt, the pond will refill, and 
the cycle will come full circle. 

 

September 2016. (Image Above) The beaver pond in its full glory.  

https://carphills.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Monarch-Butterflies.jpg
https://carphills.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Sept-2016.jpg


 

May 2019. (Image Above) The beaver dam is broken. The beavers have abandoned the 
lodge in the foreground. The remaining water is from the spring melt flowing in from 
another active beaver pond.   

 

September 2019. (Image Above) The spring melt water is gone. Exposed mud flats show 
little vegetative growth during the first summer after the pond drained. (Photo by H. 
Bickerton.) 

https://carphills.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/May-2019.jpg
https://carphills.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/DSC_0314_01-1.jpg


 

August 2020. (Image Above) Over a year has passed since the pond drained. It’s now a 
fertile beaver meadow, a wetland filled with flowering plants, grasses, and sedges.  

 

 

https://carphills.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/July-2020.jpg



